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Autobiography 
DAVID McCOOEY 
Spectres of autobiography 
Australian autobiography is a spectre. It deals with those spectral categories of identity 
that shift in and out of discursive focus: subjectivity, Indigene1ty, ethnicity, nationhood. 
And it has a spectral presence for Australian literary history, in which autobiography is 
simultaneously central and marginal. At its narrowest, the term covers a small body of 
literature, takmg until the r96os to achieve historical sigmficance, only to then quickly 
become madequate to cover the full range of autobiographical practice-; available to 
contemporary writers. Broadly defined, however, autobiography IS nothmg less than 
the source of Australian literature, the pre-emment mode of colonial writers, canomcal 
fiction wnters (such as Franklm, Furphy, and Richardson), Indigenous writers, mmority 
writers, refugees, and lyric poets. Another way in which we can thmk of autobiography 
as spectral IS its association with express10ns of the uncanny (the unsettling interplay of 
the fanuhar and the unfarruhar) and ongomg crisis. These terms - spectres, the uncanny, 
crisis - will underpin this discussion of Australian autobiography from earhest times to 
the present. 
Autobiography is a word that neither the Indigenous population of Australia nor 
(probably) those sailing on the First Fleet would have understood in 1788. As Robert 
Folkenflik notes m The Culture ef Autobiography (1993), isolated instances of the word 
appear m the late r 8th century in England and Germany, but as a term for self-writing 
it remained secondary to 'memoir' until the 20th century. 1 To discuss Australian auto-
biography before the 20th century is to evoke an apparition, since neither 'Australia' 
nor 'autob10graphy' properly existed before then. Nevertheless, the autob10graphical 
mode is the foundation of representations of 'Australian' experiences, seen m the First 
Fleeters' journals, British ermgrants' diaries, letters by colonial women, explorers' jour-
nals, petitions written by (or for) convicts and Aborigmes, and emigrant handbooks of 
the 19th century. Such writmg, m a penod before easily reproducible visual represen-
tation, offered authoritative accounts for diverse British audiences (scientific, domestic, 
and bureaucratic) hungry for information about the Australian colonies. 
I Robert Foikenfhk (ed ), 'lntroduct10n: The Instltut1011 of Autobiography', The Culture of Autobiography· Con-
structions of Self-Representation, Stanford UP, 1993, p. 5. 
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The first of these accounts, Watkm Tench's Narrative of the Expedition to Botany Bay, 
was published in 1789. Tench followed this with A Complete Account ef the Settlement 
at Port Jackson in New South Wales (r793), which like its predecessor rehearsed detailed 
and objective 'information' recorded in Tench's JOUrnals. These works, published in 
England, remmd us that early 'Australian literature' such as Tench's is neither properly 
literary (in the modern sense of the word) nor properly Australian. In this case it is the 
descriptive writing (ethnography, natural history, topography) of an English soldier for 
a British audience. The literary makes itself felt, though, m the laments of the literate 
convict, Thomas Watling, artist and forger, m Letters from an Exile at Botany Bay ( l 794). 
Watling's factitious rhetoric can be seen m his presentation of the landscape around 
Parramatta as not only deceitfully beautiful (a commonplace of colomalist discourse), 
but also literary: 
The Poet may there descry numberless beauties; nor can there be fitter haunts for his 
imagination. The elysian scenery of a Telemachus; - the secret recesses for a Thomson's 
musidora, - arcadian shades, or classic bowers, present themselves at every winding to 
the ravished eye ... In short, were the benefits m the least equal to the specious external, 
th1s country need hardly gJVe place to any other on earth. 2 
Watlmg's classical and neo-classical allus10ns illustrate how the exile rehed on pre-
existing images and modes of representation to construct understandable versions of his 
or her experience. 
Most convicts, however, were illiterate and did not have access to such forms of self-
expression. Because of this, the autobiographical writings of convicts were sometimes 
inscribed by others, such as petition writers. Such wntings primarily exist in the 
form of petitions, letters (which were sub3ect to official scrutiny), and court evidence, 
all of which were determined by their dialogic context, where dialogue (given the 
radical asymmetry of power) acted as a constraint. Book-length convict accounts, while 
important to the early literature, illustrate the ambivalent status of autob10graphy in 
colonial times, since most are now considered to be fictional. John and Dorothy Colmer, 
in The Penguin Book of Australian Autobiography (1987), describe convict memoirs as 
'almost indistmgmshable from picaresque novels'. 3 In fact, The Memoirs ef James Hardy 
Vczux (r8r9), Quintus Servinton: A Tale Founded Upon Incidents of Real Occurrence (1831), 
and Ralph Rashleigh, whKh was first published as a convict memoir in 1929, are all 
fiction. 
Watling's mvokmg of pre-existing literary models as a form of 'free' self-expression 
(rather than that officially prompted) was more generally the practice of free settlers, 
who used the pre-existing autobiographical forms of the 3ournal and the letter as modes 
of self-representation to respond to the psychic effects of displacement. As Andrew 
Hassam writes, 'in the act of wnting, migrants were attemptmg to stay in touch, not 
2 Thomas Watlmg, Letters fiom an Exile at Botany Bay [I 794], Review, I 979, p. 12. 
3 John and Dorothy Colmer, The Pengurn Book of Australian Autobiography, Penguin, I987, p 3. 
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so much with those left behind, but with themselves'.+ The subjective experience of 
migration, while figured by the migrants as a form of crisis, did not, though, as Hassam's 
studies of r9th-century British migrant shipboard dianes show, lead to the kinds of self-
refl.ection that we would today associate with interionty and agency, so much as an 
attempted remstatement of pre-colonial forms (such as class) and modes of expression 
(such as the journal). 
British convicts and colomsers, of course, were not the only people in Australia at the 
time, though tracing the ghostly autobiographical records of the Indigenous and Chmese 
populations (and even the non-British European populat10n) is a serious challenge. 
Indigenous autobiographical express10n can only be found m fragmentary form: letters, 
petit10ns, court testimonies, and other forms solicited by the colonial powers. Although 
the forms of such statements may resemble those sought from convicts, Aborigines 
were reporting in a foreign tongue to a foreign power that viewed their status as human 
subjects ambiguously at best. Autobiographical statements were also important to the 
large population of 19th-century Chinese-Australians. Shen Yuanfang, in Dragon Seed 
in the Antipodes: Chinese-Australian Autobiographies (2001), states that 'autobiography has 
been the mode specific to the written records of Chinese experience in Australia'. 5 
As we can see, the discursive and representat10nal challenges facing colonial Aus-
tralians, in their many gmses, were not wholly caused by the psychic pressures of 
displacement. There were also economic and political pressures at work in the nascent 
'autob10graph1cal public sphere' of the time. The exploration of the country, for exam-
ple, led to the publication of explorers' journals (by Sturt, Leichhardt, Mitchell and 
others); the form proved popular, and was illustrative, as Robert Dixon has pointed 
out, of the developing frontier culture of the time. 6 Also popular, especially among 
English publishers, were emigrants' handbooks, such as Charles Rowcroft's Tales of the 
Colonies: Or, the Adventures of an Emigrant (1843). These began emerging in the 1840s 
when transportation ceased and there was a need to boost the colonies' attractiveness. 
Many- including Rowcroft's, with its emphasis on 'masculine' act1vit1es such as hunting 
and bush travel - were also part of the growing frontier culture. The discovery of gold 
furthered the interest in such handbooks, and works like Ellen Clacy's A Lady's Visit to 
the Gold Diggings of Australia in i852-53 (1853) showed the growth of a market for works 
by women about the Australian colonies. 
The importance accorded to women's writing m this period is, however, relatively 
recent. This alerts us to the fact that autobiography cannot be understood without an 
appreciation of the historicity of texts deemed to be autobiographical. The colomal 
texts we look to as early forms of Australian autobiography (especially those by women) 
4 Andrew Hassam, 'W11tmg Home Nmeteenth-Centmy Bnt1sh Migrant Journal~ and Letters', 111 Wenche 
Ommundsen and Hazel Rowley (eds), From a Distance Australian Writers and Culwral Displacement, Deakm UP, 
1996, p. 4. 
Shen Yuanfang, Dragon Seed m the Antipodes Chinese-Australian Autobiographies, MUP, 2001, p. xvi1. 
6 Robert Dixon, 'Pubhc and Pnvate Voices Non-F1ct1on Prose', m Lauue Hergenhan (ed.), The Penguin New 
Literary History of Austtalra, Pengum, 1988, p 132. 
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were often either published anonymously or unpublished, and were accorded a cultural 
capital speofic to their time. The modern revival of Australian colonial texts as litera-
ture occurs for divergent ideological reasons. These include the remstatement of voices 
and perspectives generally hidden in colonial discourse. Women's personal writmgs 
(especially the Journal and the letter) have been particularly popular among modern 
scholars. Significant modern editions of colomal women's letters and journals include 
those of Rachel Hennmg, Elizabeth Macarthur, and Louisa Clifton. Anthologies of 
such writing mdude Fiona Giles' From the Verandah (1987) and Lucy Frost's No Place 
for a Nervous Lady (I984). Such works show a new value placed on the private sphere, 
in contrast to the strongly masculmist and public-sphere-oriented ideology of colonial 
times. As Joy Hooton puts it in Stories of Herself When Young: Autobiographies of Childhood 
by Australian Women (1990), 'for the contemporary reader periphery and centre have 
exchanged places; the pnvate world has acquired a new mterest, while the public has 
become as dated as its 1mpenal frame'.7 The modern revival of 19th-century autob10-
graph1cal work has not only been part of a fenumst project. As Elizabeth Web by points 
out, Alexander Harns' Settlers and Convicts: Or, Recollections of Sixteen Years' Labour rn 
the Australian Backwoods (1847), often considered the most informative autobiographical 
work of the period, caught the attention of historians in the I95os wishing to establish 
a nationalist tradition. 8 Letters have also been attended to for diverse reasons. One 
autobiographical letter of the 19th century, Ned Kelly's 'Jerilderie Letter' (1879; I942), 
stands out as having had numerous historical and literary effects (Peter Carey's novel, 
True History of the Kelly Gang, 2000, being one example). 
Towards the end of the 19th century, autobiographical works mcreasingly looked at 
recreating early, 'pioneering' Australia. This was in response to a perceived passing-on of 
the pioneers, and (more generally) as a response to an emergent modermty m Australia, 
seen in the country's developing urbanisation, education, and industnalisat10n. Early 
examples include Annie Baxter Dawbm's anonymously published .Memories of the Past 
by a Lady in Australia (1873) and Rolf Boldrewood's Old Melbourne Memories (1884). 
Memories of the Past was based on Dawbin's Journals, and mostly covers events m the 
I 84os. On her arrival in Hobart she wntes: 
I cannot say that I expected to see all the people 'darkies;' but I was rather astonished on 
seemg so many elegantly-dressed woman [sic) walking about; and still more delighted 
in the evemng when we accepted an mvltation from the pleasing wife of the Attorney-
general to a fancy-ball.9 
This illustrates not only contemporary racism, but also a tension m colomahst discourse 
concerning the status of early Australian society. Australian diffr:'rence is emphasised ('It 
7 Joy Hooton, Stones of Herself When Young· Autobiographies of Childhood by Australian Women, OUP, 1990, p IO. 
8 Ehzabeth Webby, 'Colomal Writers and Readers', m Webby (ed ), The Cambridge Companion to Australian 
Luerature, CUP • 2000, p 52 
9 Anme Baxter Dawbm (as 'A Lady m Australia'), lvlemorres of the Past, W1lhams, 1873, p. 6 
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seems to be also that there were more oddities in those days', she writes in the work's 
preface as a justification for its publication). rn But such difference expresses the uncanny 
condition of a displaced colonial culture. Of the fancy-ball, for instance, Dawbin notes 
the surprismg presence of a number of Indians (servants to a guest from Madras), and 
one guest dressed as a New Zealand chief. While suggestive of the novelty of thmgs 'out 
of place', such figures are also uncanny spectres of the estrangement that colonialism 
produced in its subjects. 
Uncanny pasts: childhood, education, and place 
In the first decades of the 20th century, autobiography continued to be concerned with 
the 'passmg' of an early Australia, as seen in works such as Ada Cambridge's Thirty 
Yeats in Australia (1903); Mary Fullerton's Bark House Days XE "Fullerton, Mary:Bark 
House Days" ( r 92 r; r 9 3 r); Mary Gilmore's Old Days, Old Ways: A Book of Recollections 
(1934) and More Recollections (1935); and Rosa Praed's My Australian Girlhood: Sketches 
and Impressions of Bush Life (1902). Such works are overtly elegiac projects, reammating 
the ghosts of a peculiarly Australian past. Praed, who had been livmg in England smce 
1876, writes that 'my only excuse for these scattered memories and impressions of 
Australian life is that they belong to an order of thmgs which has passed away'. 11 While 
the order in question is the colonial order, Praed also refers to 'the sweeping away of 
the old race from the land', using the racist and sentimental language of mev1tability 
that was the legacy of colonial dispossession. As is common for the time, gmlt associated 
with such dispossession surfaced in images of a haunted landscape. Describmg the 'eerie 
experience' of being alone m a bush house on a wmter's mght, Praed writes that 'It is 
as though the elemental forces of primeval Australia were holding high revel - ghosts 
maybe of dead Lemurians revisiting their pre-Adam1c haunts.' 12 Such language shows a 
double elision of the Indigenous population from historical memory. Not only are they 
ghostly, they are not even Indigenous. David Crouch's observation (regarding Australian 
ghost stories) that 'the ghost story itself is a way of silencing an Indigenous presence 
within a discursive structure that asserts the legitimacy of non-Indigenous occupat10n' 13 
could also apply to non-Indigenous autob10graphical writing. 
Praed's figuring of the bush as uncanny - that discomfortmg interplay between the 
strange and the farmliar - raises an important aspect of 'spectral autobiography' m a 
post-colonial context. Sigmund Freud's theorismg of the uncanny, which centres on the 
terms heimlich (homely, familiar) and unheimlich (unhomely, unfamiliar), has been central 
to much post-colonial thinking about place and identity in settler cultures, m which 
to Ibid, p v 
lI Mrs Campbell (Rma) Praed, ,Hy Australian Gtrllwod· Sketches and lmp1esswns of Bush Life, T Fisher Unwm, 
1902, p 3 
r2 Ibid., pp. 4, 152, 153. 
13 David Crouch, 'Nat10nal Hauntings· The Architecture of Australian Ghost Stones', Journal of the Association 
for the Study of Austwhan Lrteratt<re, Special f,s14e· Spect1es, Screens, Shadows, .vforors, 2007, p. 102. 
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'home' threatens to turn out to be 'not home', and/or 'home' is always elsewhere. It 
is also central to Australian autobiography, which features, as we have seen, the sense 
of colonial culture being the fanuliar in an unfamiliar setting. The contmued presence 
of the Indigenous populat10n (often figured m ghostly terms) is another. Australian 
autobiography is haunted, then, because Australia is a haunted place. 
The uncanny in Australian autobiography is therefore associated with a settler culture's 
sense of cnsis, especially in terms of belonging and identity. This is not surprising, since 
the uncanny ism itself a form of crisis. As Nicholas Royle writes in The Uncanny (2003), 
the uncanny 1s not only 'ghostly', it is 
a crisis of the proper: it entails a critical disturbance of what is proper (from the Latin 
proprius, 'own'), a disturbance of the very idea of personal or pnvate property includmg 
the properness of proper names, one's so-called 'own' name, but also the proper names 
of others, of places, of inst1tut1ons and events. It is a cnsis of the natural, touching upon 
everything that one might have thought was 'part of nature': one's own nature, human 
nature, the nature of reality and the world. 14 
Such wide-ranging crises operate in specific, local ways. A crisis of property clearly 
operates in post-colomal Australia. For instance, the 1996 Wik judgment (in which 
the High Court of Australia ruled that pastoral leases had not extinguished native title) 
produced the uncanny effect of Australian pastoralists claiming a 'minority' position, 
as Ken Gelder and Jane M. Jacobs note in Uncanny Australia: Sacredness and Identity in 
a Postcolonial Nation ( r 998). 15 A crisis of the proper name can also be seen in Aus-
tralian autobiography. The 'proper name' is integral to the autobiographical project, 
smce it operates as both a signifier of identity ('this work is by me'), and as a mark of 
autobiographical intent ('this work is about me'). The concern with names in Abongi-
nal autobiography shows that the uncanny is not only associated with non-Indigenous 
autobiography. Charles Perkins writes m A Bastard Like Me (1975), 'I suppose I could be 
classrfied as one of the origmal Bastards from the Bush.' 16 By evoking hls putative ille-
gitimacy in this way, Perkins (whose autobiography is largely about his achievements -
educational, sporting, and political - as an Indigenous Australian) figures himself as both 
nameless (a bastard), and therefore marginal, as well as central to Australian mythology 
(a bastard from the bush). Shirley Smith's J\;/umShirl (1981) smrilarly begins with an 
illustration of the uncanny doubleness of identity that names can effect. 'My full name 
1s Colleen Shirley Perry. I am the daughter of Isabel Agnes Perry and Henry Joseph 
Perry of Erambie Mission, West Cowra, New South Wales. But I am better known 
as "MumShirl".' 17 Ruby Langford Ginibi's Don't Take Your Love to Town (1988) also 
begins with a consideration of names, and the statement that her narrative is concerned 
14 Nicholas Royle, The Uncanny, Routledge, 2003, p 1 
15 Ken Gelder and Jane M. Jacobs, Uncanny Australia. Sacredness and Identity m a Postwloma/ Nation, MUP, 1998, 
P· Xlll 
16 Chatles Perkms, A Basrard Like .We, Ure Smith, r975, p 7. 
17 Shirley Smith with Bobbi Sykes, ,\1umShrrl: An Autobiography [1981], Mammoth, 1992, p. 1 
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with 'How I got to be Ruby Langford. Originally from the Bundplung people'. 18 The 
uncanny doubleness or fluidity of identity here is not merely existential. It is also an 
Indigenous strategy, as illustrated in Srmth's (or MumShirl's) comment on the practice 
of adoptmg non-Aboriginal names. 'So my Grandfather became Perry; he JUSt "took" 
the name .... But even while we took these white names to use "outside", we kept 
on with our Aboriginal names also. n 9 As such, the uncanny can be seen as a figure of 
both cnsis and continuity m Aboriginal culture. 
The uncanny operates (as crises of the proper and of the natural) m modern Aus-
tralian autobiography in various ways. This is especially the case with regard to a thematic 
cluster (childhood, education, and place) that dominates mid-century Australian auto-
biography, a form that by this time had become increasmgly 'literary' m status. (This 
is seen m an incipient way m Catherine Helen Spence's An Autobiography, I9IO, an 
account of both her literary and political activities.) Henry Handel Richardson's Myself 
1¥hen Young (1948) recognises autobiography as a literary form (albeit a minor one), and 
focuses on the themes of childhood and educat10n. Drawn from Life (194r), by the artist 
Stella Bowen, is similarly concerned with educat10n. Though Bowen mostly discusses 
her European experiences, she begins with an account of her Australian childhood in 
which Australia's uncanny, ghostly condit10n is expressed through a crisis of identity. 
For Bowen, growmg up in Edwardian Adelaide, 'we were just pale imitations of some-
thing which was already moribund in England'. 20 Bowen resolves this cnsis by leaving 
Australia after the death of her parents. 
Education in Australian autob10graphy is generally figured as a crisis involvmg a par-
ent or parents. This crisis is often due either to parental absence (or adopt10n) or a need 
to free oneself of parental pressure. Such a dyadic relat10nship between parental crisis 
and education can be seen in Hal Porter's The Watcher on the Cast-Iron Balcony (1963), 
Xavier Herbert's Disturbing Element (1963), Clive James' Unreliable Memoirs (1980), Ger-
mame Greer's Daddy, We Hardly Knew You (1987), Jill Ker Conway's The Road From 
Coorain (1987), and Robert Dessaix's A Mother~ Disgrace (1994). Narratives of education, 
includmg Porter's and Conway's, often present a move towards autarky in the autob10g-
rapher. Such an emphasis on individuality, however, does not preclude an engagement 
with nationalist myths, as seen m A. B. Facey's A Fortunate Life (r981) and Patsy Adam-
Srnith's Hear the Train Blow (r964), in which education is related not only to parental 
crisis, but also the nationalist mythic tropes of war and rural adversity. 
The heightened literary status of autobiography was clear by the early 1960s. Indeed, 
Herbert's and Porter's works were two of four major hterary autobiographies published 
m 1963. (The others were by Miles Franklin and Katharine Susannah Prichard.) Porter's 
has become the definitive Australian literary autob10graphy of the penod. The Watcher 
18 Ruby Langford Gm1b1, Don't Take Your Love to Town, Pengum, 1988, p. 2. 
19 Smith, J[umSh11l, p 5 
20 Stella Bowen, Drawn From Life [1941] Vuago, 1984, p. r2. 
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on the Cast-Iron Balcony is a highly stylised account of childhood, reliant on an almost 
hypnotic hstmg of detail, a rich rendition of place, a complex use of narrative point 
of view, and a mythopoeic attitude towards childhood. The latter feature is notable 
m numerous modern Austrahan autobiographies of childhood, even those apparently 
dealing with the harshness of Australian life (such as Conway's The Road from Coorain 
and Chester Eagle's J\1apping the Paddocks, 1985). 
Autobiographies of childhood are narratives of beginnings, and beginnings are impor-
tant and volatile things for a settler nation, smce they are inherently related to issues of 
identity and legitimacy. Significantly, the emphasis on personal begmnings in modern 
Australian autobiography usually relates to wider sooal or historical begmnmgs, which 
often raise non-Indigenous anxieties concerning Australian identity. The Journalist and 
novelist Ronald McK1e makes such anxiety explicit in the title of his autobiography, 
Vif Have No Dreaming (1988). Vincent Buckley's Cutting Green Hay: Friendships, i\ifove-
ments and Cultural Conflicts in Australia's Great Decades (1983) similarly lmks personal and 
cultural beginnings man anx10us way. It begms with a consideration of Buckley's Insh 
ancestors, and their place m the Irish diaspora: 
If I study the extract<; from the ships' manifests, I find an eerie regularity in the way in 
which the names come up, over and over, Christian and surname together, and how the 
stark 'descnpt10ns' of them so rob them of md1viduahty and purpose that, in the end, I 
do not worry about pursuing the question which of them were my forebears, belonged 
as it were to me. In the nng of the names 1s the fierce conv1ct10n that they all belong to 
me ... 21 
Buckley's experience is uncanny m its uncovenng of a cnsis of the proper name, and 
through the uncanny figure of repetition. Buckley knows that the names are not those 
of his ancestors, but nevertheless associates with them to construct a history. Such a 
strategy highlights, however, not historical contmuity, but discontinuity. 
In The Education ef Young Donald (1967), Donald Horne also links his account of 
childhood, education and place with social history. In constructmg a history for his 
childhood home town of Muswellbrook, he presents a vague, mythic Indigenous past for 
it: 'Imagine Muswellbrook first as scrub, brush, forest and a river with its tributary creeks, 
the land of the Aborigines. Then the whites walk mto this "wilderness" and begin to 
clear it for their huge sheep and cattle runs. '22 Even as Horne tries to assert the fact of 
Indigenous dispossession in colonial times, he refrains from representmg any Indigenes, 
ironically refiguring the colonial myth of terra nullius that he is trymg to overcome. Such 
an aporia is indicative of the spectral and uncanny condit10n oflndigenous dispossession 
in mid-century Austrahan autob10graphy. But, like Buckley, Conway, and others, Horne 
shows how Indigenous absence also affects non-Indigenous history: 'We had no sense of 
21 Vincent Buckley, Cutting Green Hay. Friendships, Afovements and Cultural Co11fl1cts m Australia's Great Decades, 
Allen Lane, 1983, pp. 3~4 
22 Donald Horne, The Educatwn of Young Donald, 1967, Pengmn, 1988, p. 14 
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Muswellbrook's past: no one told us anything about the history of the Hunter Valley. '23 
Historical absence, as noted by McKie, Buckley and Horne, suggests another uncanny 
condition, one in which the Australian autobiographer is haunted by a lack of ghosts. 
Anxiety concerning begmnings can be traced to an anxiety about Australian identity. 
Such anxiety plays out in modern Australian autobiography through the opposing 
discourses of social history (as mentioned above) and mythopoeia. Childhood is often 
presented m mythic and elegiac terms. Consider the titles of Gavin Souter's The Idle Hill 
ef Summer (1989);James Murray's The Pmadise Tree (1988); Douglas Stewart's Springtime in 
Taianaki (1983); John Hetherington's The Morning was Slunmg (1971); James McAuley's 
book of poetry, Surprises of the Sun (1969), Nancy Phelan's A Kingdom by the Sea (1969); 
Pixie O'Harns' Our Small Safe World (986); Alec H. Chisholm's The Joy ef the Earth 
(1969); and Martin Boyd's Day of My Delight (1965). They all advert to mythical gardens, 
sprmgtimes and safe worlds that are no longer. Often the mythical and the historical 
appear together. Bernard Smith, m The Boy Adeodatus (1984), reconstructs his childhood 
(disfigured by the social stigma of illegitimacy) usmg letters, official documents, and 
oral history as well as mythic and mtertextual references (such as Augustine's Confessions, 
from which the title comes). One key mythic trope used by Smith, and countless others, 
is the Edenic myth, m which childhood is figured as a paradise that is lost with the Fall 
mto maturity. Such a structure can be seen operating in almost all the works discussed 
above. 
A general feature of the Edenic myth as expressed m modern Australian autob10graphy 
is how early loss and death are sounded in the text, as seen in works such as The Watcher 
on the Cast-Iron Balcony, The Road from Coorain, David Malouf's 12 Edmonstone Street 
(1985), Joan Colebrook's A House of Trees (1987), and Dorothy Hewett's Wild Card 
(1990). Such works typically end with the conventional tropes of the Fall: death, 
sexuality, and work. Many also end with the protagonist leaving Australia, as if this too 
could be conceived as a kind of Fall into maturity: among them A House of Trees, The 
Road from Coorain, Unreliable Memoirs, Graham Mcinnes' The Road to Gundagai (1965), 
and Kathleen Fitzpatrick's Solid Bluestone Foundatwns (1983). 
The relationship between place and anxiety concermng begmmngs is also found m 
the emphasis in modern Australian autobiography on childhood houses. Fitzpatrick's 
Solid Bluestone Foundations and Manmng Clark's The Puzzles of Childhood (1989) both 
illustrate an autobiographical discomfort with the parental home, as hardly worthy of 
consideration. Maloufs 12 Edmonstone Street argues that there was a general anxiety 
regarding Queensland houses and the sense of belongmg to a place. Malouf wntes of 
his father's shame over the family's weatherboard home: 'He would have preferred a 
modern one made of brick. Weatherboard was too close to begmnmgs, to a dependence 
on what was merely local and near to hand rather than expensively imported. ' 24 Once 
23 lb1d., p 27. 
24 David Malouf, 12 Edmonstone Street, 1985, Pengum, 1986, p. ro. 
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agam, the uncanny asserts itself What is local is out of place; what is Australian 1s 
'improper'. 
Given the importance of nation and national identity to these works, it is not 
surprising that much of the early theorising on Australian autob10graphy was spon-
sored by cultural-nat10nalist terms. According to Richard N. Coe (writing m r98 r), 
Australian autobiographies of childhood have been overwhelrmngly concerned with 
the condition of national culture. 25 John Colmer m the first monograph on the subject, 
Australian Autobiography: The Personal Quest (1989), argues that 'most Australian autobi-
ographers ... are as concerned with creating and redefining images of national identity 
as with discovermg truths about the self. 26 And m The Penguin Book of Australian Autobi-
ography (1987),John and Dorothy Colmer argue that 'in Australia the impulse to record 
a hitherto unrecorded world, to chart rapid social changes and to discover the truth 
about national identity has been as strong as the impulse to discover the self, and, more-
over, is inseparable from it'. 27 This claim seems unconsc10usly to repeat early-colonial, 
late-colonial, and cultural-nationalist responses to Australia. 
Identity I crisis 
The most significant developments in autobiography since the Bicentenary in 1988 
have been the rise of mmority forms of autob10graphy, and an associated shift from the 
cultural-nationalist modes of reading and writmg it described above. These new forms 
of autob10graphy have centred on sh1ftmg ideas of identity (nat10nal and personal) and 
ongomg cnses of various kinds. In the contemporary period the terms 'identity' and 
'crisis' are profoundly related, as we will see. 
One of the most significant express10ns of such developments has been the rise of 
Indigenous autob10graphy. Indigenous writers have brought about a discursive rev-
olution in which they have moved from bemg the ethnographic objects of colonial 
discourse to the human subjects of autob10graphical discourse. A number of Aboriginal 
men, such as Charles Perkins, Jack Davis and Noel Tovey, have written important auto-
biographies, but the form has been especially popular with Indigenous women as a way 
of constructing intersubjective personal histories that resist the racism and silence of 
white Australian histories. Early examples mclude Margaret Tucker's If Everyone Cared 
(1977), and Labumore's (Elsie Roughsey's) An Aboriginal Woman Tells ef the Old and the 
New (1984). Both Sally Morgan's My Place (1987), the first Indigenous bestseller, and 
a popular interest in Indigenous culture raised by the Bicentenary, led to a wave of 
publishing, includmg Glenyse Ward's Wandering Girl (1988, from the first Indigenous 
publishmg house, Magabala Books), Alice Nannup's When the Pelican Laughed (1992), 
25 Richard N Coe, 'Portrait of the Artist as a Young Australian: Childhood, Lite1ature and Myth', Southerly, 
41 2 (r981), pp 129-30. 
26 John Colmer, Australian Autobwgiaphy. The Personal Quest, OUP, 1989, p 154. 
27 John and Dorothy Colmer, The Penguin Book of Australian Autobiography, p 3. 
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and Evelyn Crawford's Over My Tracks (1993). Such works, as critics have noted, attest 
to great hardship, and are both resistant and dialogrc m approach. They are also usually 
concerned with a return home and an emphasis on family. As such, Indigenous autobi-
ography tends to avmd common patterns of Western autobiography which emphasise 
individual development. Ginibi's Don't Take Your Love to Town is unapologetic in not 
seeking the kind of coherence that might be expected from Western literary autob10g-
raphy. Morgan, somewhat controversially, does evoke non-Indigenous autobiographical 
traditions in her account of discovering her Indigenous heritage. Her multivocal work -
in which Morgan's Aborigmal identity is uncovered in the narrating of family history -
uses the quest motif and elements of detective fiction to dramatise the process of 
discovery. 
As the critical controversy surrounding .Wy Place attests, Indigenous autobiography has 
occas10ned considerable anxiety on behalf of (usually white) critics over its publication 
by mamstream non-Indigenous publishing houses, its use of non-Indigenous collab-
orators and editors, and its employment of non-Indigenous literary forms. Perceived 
asymmetrical power structures in collaborative autobiographies offered an early area of 
critique (often for good reasons). Recently, however, Michael Jacklin has adverted to 
the potential for harm in the oiticism of collaborative writing, arguing that in defending 
Indigenous subjects who appear to be vulnerable in the collaborative process, 'critics are 
agam wntmg over and thus devalumg the Abongmal contnbut10n to the text'. 28 The 
use of a reconciliatory discourse has also led to critical anxiety over where such a con-
struction positrons the white reader. Anne Brewster, for instance, argues that because 
we are posit10ned as friends of the narrator m many of these stones: 
we don't identify with the white perpetrators of terror. In reading these narratives, we 
develop a sense of the contmmty and survival of Aboriginal history but not necessar-
ily of white settler culture ... We are shielded from an identification with the white 
settler culture of terror and a recognition of the continuity of our own history of 
oppression ... 29 
Literary status, and its effects, rs an additional theme of the criticism of Indigenous 
autobiography. Penny van Toorn argues that the recognition of Indigenous autobiog-
raphy as 'literature' is not in itself liberating: 'The shift into literature should not be 
viewed as an uneqmvocal liberation mto a politically autonomous or culturally separate 
Aboriginal textual space; it is more accurately understood as a shift from one colonial 
discursive regime to another.' 3o 
28 Michael Jacklm, 'Cnt1cal lnJune5. Collaborative Indigenous Life Wntmg and the Eth1c5 of Cnt1c1sm', Life 
Writing, 1.2 (2004), p. 68. 
29 Anne Brewster, 'Takmg Your Story to Town. Evelyn C1awford's Over .Hy Tracks and the Ambivalence of 
Abongmal Women's Autob1ograph1cal Narrat1ve5', 111 Ommundsen and Rowley (eds), From a Distance, p. ror. 
30 Penny van Toorn, 'Indigenous Aust1ahan Life Wntmg· Tactics and Transformations', m Bam Attwood and 
Fiona Magowan (eds), Telling Stones Indigenous History and .Vlemory in Australia and ,\/ew Zealand, A&U, 2001, 
p. 16. 
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As van Toorn dryly observes elsewhere, 'Aboriginal life-writing 1s thus a highly 
contested textual terntory.' 31 Aboriginal autobiographers themselves are aware of this 
condition, and have been increasingly engaged in practices that allow them control over 
their texts' composition, publication, and reception. Another feature of Aboriginal 
agency in the field of life writing, as seen m My Place, is a blurring of the distinctions 
between familial autobiography and biography. In Auntie Rita (1994), the v01ces of Rita 
Huggms and her daughter Jackie interweave to produce a hybnd inter-generat10nal 
work. Other writers (including Morgan, Ginibi and Doris Pilkington in Follow the 
Rabbit-Proef Fence, 1996) have written b10graphical works of family members, effectively 
Indigenising auto/biographical discourse. 
As with Indigenous autobiography, the nse of ethnic-mmority writing has been 
attended by the opening of a new critical discursive space. In this mstance, that space is 
one that values self-reflexivity, formal mnovation, and mtersubjectivity (though more 
traditional works such as Mary Rose Liverani's The Winter Sparrows: Growing up m 
Scotland and Australia, 1975, and Elena Jonaitis's Elena's Journey, r997, have also been 
well received). By focusing on the provisional and lingmstic features of identity, ethnic-
mmority writers illustrate the (often uncanny) complexities of identity, especially in 
the wake of displacement and trauma. Works such as Emery Bares' Backyard ef A1ars: 
A1emoirs ef the 'Rejfo' Period in Australia (r980), David Martin's My Strange Friend (1991), 
and Andrew Riemer's Inside Outside: Life Between Two Worlds (1992) represent the 
disfigurmg effects of 'history' on an individual's life, and the sense of duality that 
immigration engenders. 
An important trope of such works is the narration of a return journey to the home 
country of the autobiographer's family. For Riemer, his return to Budapest in 1990, 
narrated in The Habsburg Cqfe (1993), shows 'I had nothing m common with this 
world.' 32 As critics have noted, Riemer is reluctant to make his narrative one of 
Holocaust survival. For other auto/biographers, especially children of survivors, the 
'return' narrative is wholly predicated on the ongoing cnsis of the Holocaust. Arnold 
Zable's jewels and Ashes (1991), Susan Varga's Heddy and Me (1994), Mark Raphael 
Baker's The Fiftieth Gate: A journey Through Memory (1997) and Peter Smger's Pushing 
Time Away: My Gramlfather and the Tragedy ef Jewish Vienna (2003) share the same 
procedure of writing intersubjective auto/b10graphy which highlights the process of 
discovermg the histories of families blighted by the Holocaust. As Richard Freadman 
writes m This Crazy Thing a Life: Australian Jewish Autobiography (2007), post-Holocaust 
memmrs 'look back, but also forward; indeed they often have a particular rhythm of 
looking back 1n order to look forward. The writers are motivated by the desire to bear 
witness to the catastrophe, but also to reconstruct the family tree decimated by the 
3 r Penny van Toorn, 'Indigenous Texts and Narratives', m Webby (ed.), Cambrtdgc Companion, p. 3S 
32 Andrew Riemer, The Habsbwg Cafe, A&R, 1993, p 214. 
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war. '33 One important form of Holocaust witnessing has been the 'Write Your Story' 
Project of the Makar Jewish Commumty Library (situated in the Melbourne suburb 
of South Caulfield). Inaugurated by Juhe Meadows m 1998, this project has led to the 
publication of over 50 volumes of autobiography. As Freadman's account of the project 
illustrates, testimonial narration can have real communal and therapeutic effects. 
The nse of Indigenous autobiography and ethnic-minority autobiography occurred 
withm the context of a critical project that sought to overturn the masculinist and 
nationalist readmgs of Australian autobiography. One of the first works to undertake 
this project was Hooton's Stories of Herself When Young (1990), which was partly a 
feminist revlSlon of the archive, and partly an early expression of a 'relational turn' m 
autobiography studies witnessed internationally by the end of the millenmum. Hooton's 
theory that women's autob10graphy represents a relat10nal self (defined through others 
and commumty) through open or discontinuous structures and alternative modes of 
authorship, prefigures much discussion of contemporary autobiography. Her attention 
to autobiography's formal diversity (as a way of av01dmg mascuhmst and natlonahst 
models) also anticipated later anti-formalist readmgs of autobiography. Gillian Whit-
lock, for instance, m The Intimate Empire: Reading Women's Autobiography (2000) and 
Soft Weapons: Autobiography in Transit (2007), engages with autobrography not through 
its formal characteristics, but through the effects of autobiographical reading. As such, 
autobrographies become shifting sites of authority and expression within the changmg 
historical, social and political contexts where they find themselves. Whitlock's mono-
graphs are m turn part of an mcreased interest in comparative autobiography studies. 
Work by (or co-written by) Australian critics includes Freadman's Threads ef Life: Autobi-
ography and the Will (2001); Mary Besemeres' Translating One's Self: Language and Se!fhood 
in Cross-Cultural Autobiography (2002); Selves Crossing Cultures: Autobiography and Glob-
alisation (2002), edited by Rosamund Dalziell; Kay Shaffer's and Sidonie Smith's Human 
Rights and Narrated Lives: The Ethics ef Recognition (2004); and David Parker's The Self 
in Moral Space: Life Narrative and the Good (2007). These - like Whitlock's studies - are 
variously concerned with identity, intercultural experience, and/ or ethics (or morality), 
in the context of autobiography as a global form of writing. 
The move from nationalist models of Australian autobiography, coupled with the nse 
of identity politics, has meant that autobiography since the early 1990s has been both 
notably diverse and politically charged (usually- as already implied - withm a context of 
ongoing cnsis). Eric Michaels' Unbecoming: An AIDS Diary (1990) and Sasha Soldatow's 
and Chnstos Ts10lkas's dialogic autobrography Jump Cuts (1996) are self-reflexive works 
that deal explicitly with the relationship between sexual identity and politics. They join 
a long list offormally divergent works such as Drusilla Modjeska's ficto-autob10graph1cal 
Poppy (1990); Beverley Farmer's A Body of Water: A Year's Notebook (1990) and The Bone 
33 Richard Freadman, This Crazy Thing a Life: Amtralian]ew1sh Autobiography, UWAP, 2007, p. 82 
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House (2005); Murray Bail's Longhand: A Writers Notebook (r989; updated as Notebooks· 
1970-2003, 2005); John Hughes' auto/b10graph1cal essays, The Idea of Home (2004); and 
William Yang's mult1med1a work, Sadness (I 996). These works have been part of a shift 
in thinkmg away from 'autobiography' to 'life wntmg'. That such a shift does not simply 
have formal 1mphcat10ns can be seen m Helen Garner's non-fiction works, The First 
Stone: Some Questions About Sex and Power (199 5) and Joe Cinque's Consolation (2004), 
in which Garner figures strongly as both actor and reporter in the narratives. Garner's 
emphasis on justice and social and personal responsibility is indicative of a change in 
literary culture: autobiographical hfe writmg has become associated with the figure of 
the public intellectual, ethical value, and the valonsation of non-fiction forms of writing 
as modes for discussing the self in terms of larger h1stoncal and sooal issues. 
Public intellectuals such as Robert Manne, Morag Fraser, Robert Dessaix, Mod-
jeska, Raymond Gaita, Inga Clendmnen, Cassandra Pybus, Garner, Singer and Henry 
Reynolds have not all written auto/biographical works (though most of them have). 
Soll, 1t is notable how much these thinkers invest in auto/biographical discourse in 
their work as writers, broadcasters, editors, anthologists, and so on. Such mvestment 
was reflected m changes in book culture in the r99os. As David Carter notes m 'Public 
Intellectuals, Book Culture and C1v1l Society', works such as Modjeska's The Orchard 
were part of a publishing development that saw such titles packaged as 'desitable com-
modities' by appearing to have both 'high aesthetic value and moral seriousness'. 34 
Such memoirs have not always been assooated with the figure of the intellectual, as 
Li Cunxin's best-selling 1Vlaos Last Dancer (2003) illustrates. Cunxm's success at literary 
festivals also demonstrates that authors who can engage in dialogue with their audiences 
have been supported by a new autobiographical public sphere, found withm the media, 
multinat10nal publishing, and literary events such as festivals. Cunxm's mem01r narrates 
his escape from extreme poverty by being chosen to become a student at the Be~ing 
Dance Academy, his success as a dancer, and his defection to the United States in r 98 I. As 
the popular success of this story shows, value is often placed withm the autob10graph1cal 
public sphere on the testimonial status of autob10graph1cal wnting. That the authors 
of such writing often narrate from the uncanny positron of the ethnic-minority 'other' 
(paradoxically offenng an exchange of umversal humanist values from withm culturally 
specific contexts) is related to the fact that certain forms of testimomal writing are 
valued for theit 'authenticity'. (Cunxm's life as a financial planner m Melbourne, for 
instance, is of no interest to his narrative.) 
The concept of authenticity, however, is volatile. This can be seen m the case of 
another best-selling memoir, Norma Khouri's Forbidden Love (2003), which purports 
to be a memoir regarding an 'honour killing' m Jordan. Khouri and her memoir were 
exposed in 2004 by the journalist Malcolm Knox as fakes. (The controversy is the 
34 David Carter, 'Public Intellectuals, Book Culture and Civil Society', Australian Humanities Review, 24 (2001-2), 
<http.//wwwlib.latrobe edu.au/ AHR/a1chlve/ Issue-Decembe1-2001/carter2 html>. 
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subject of a film by Anna Broinowski, Forbidden Lie$, 2007.) As Knox makes dear, 
the autobiographical pubhc sphere played a part m Khouri's success: 'Khouri ... spent 
much of 2003 retelling [her] story, reducmg listeners to tears and anger, in interviews, 
bookshops and at other events. ' 35 And as Gillian Whitlock argues, genre also played 
a role, since her work addressed a willing market (followmg the terrorist attacks of 
September r r) through the newly recognisable subgenre (formed by multinational 
publishers) of 'proto-feminist writing about the Middle East'. 36 Such a rmsrecogmtion 
of autobiography has ramifications: 
From the Khoun hoax we can learn, to our embarrassment and shame, that we may 
be especially vulnerable to propaganda 111 the form of testimony, and capable of an 
unquestioning acceptance of certain categories of information about other cultures we 
know little about if it takes certain generic forms of address. 37 
Other recent autobiographies have also attracted controversy in the autobiographical 
public sphere. Cheryl Kernot's Speakingfor Myself Again: Four Years wttli Labor and Beyond 
(2002) was attacked for not revealmg certam facts about Kernot's private life deemed 
relevant by some to her political career. The publication of Roberta Sykes' first volume 
of autob10graphy, Snake Cradle (1997), led to questions (strikingly sumlar to those later 
directed at Mudrooroo) about Sykes' Ind1gene1ty, with members of the Birrigubba 
Indigenous community accusing her of dishonesty. Sykes, who was born to a white 
mother who did not tell her the identity of her absent father, narrates her experiences 
as a person of colour suffering from profound violence and racism throughout her 
autob10graphical trilogy, Snake Dreaming (1997-2000). Supporters of Sykes point to the 
fact that she was treated as an Indigenous Australian during her childhood, that she has 
strenuously supported Aborigmal nghts and interests, and that she has described herself 
as black. Critics (including Pat O'Shane, a NSW magistrate and member of the Yalanga 
people) claim that she showed an ignorance of Aborigmal culture and did not correct 
media reports that she was Indigenous. Sykes has responded to the controversy with 
silence. 
The common factor of controversy does not make the memmrs of Khouri, Kernot 
and Sykes eqmvalent, nor should they make us think that contemporary Australian 
autobiography operates primarily as a source of scandal. Self-narration continues to 
operate less dramatically through traditionally sanctioned forms, such as autobiographies 
of childhood, fanuly memoirs, and autob10graphies of careers (of writers, politicians, 
soldiers, sports people, and so on). Anne Summers' Ducks on the Pond (1999), Hilary 
McPhee's Other People's Words (2001), and Brian Matthews' A Fine and Private Place 
(2000) are accounts of childhoods and careers that mvest1gate the lmks between the self 
35 Malcolm Knox, 'How a "f01b1dden" memmr twisted the truth', Age, 24 July 2004, <http //www.the,1ge 
corn au/ ai tides/ 2004/ 07 / 23/ ro90464860 I 84.html?onechck=truc>. 
36 Gillian Whitlock, 'Tamted Testunony The Khoun Affair', m Who~ !Vho? Hoaxes, lmpost11re and ldmt1ty Cnses 
rn Australian Literature, ed. Maggie Nolan and Ca1ue Dawson, Ilus11a/ia11 Lrteia1y Studies, 21 4 (2004), p. 173. 
37 !bid. 
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and national identity in recogmsable, if highly nuanced and sophisticated, ways. Tradi-
tional forms, however, mcreasmgly operate within the autob10graph1cal public sphere. 
This is observable in the rise of the autobiographical essay in the mainstream media; 
the role of autobiographical writing in education; the rise of new autobiographical 
forms (such as autopathography) related to test1mony; and the ubiquitous relationship 
between autobiographical expression and the media, the new media, and popular cul-
ture. This latter aspect is especially pronounced, seen m celebrity culture, nat10nalist 
auto/biographical programs such as Australian Story, bloggmg, and reality television, 
which all rely on vanous forms of generic auto/biographical performance. 
Ongoing crises 
The nnportance of testimorual literature, trauma and ethical value, and the diffusion of 
autobiographical discourse mto popular and pubhc culture have given autobiography 
a new urgency, as well as a new association with unresolved crisis (personal, political, 
and historical). Such an associat10n articulates one of the condit10ns of contemporary 
autobiography discussed m Susanna Egan's lvlirror Talk: Genres ef Crisis in Contempormy 
Autobiography (1999). While crisis and its resolution are central to traditional autobi-
ography, Egan illustrates how unresolved crisis 1s a definmg feature of contemporary 
autobiography. Works concerned with such crises cannot assume their own autobi-
ographical authority. Rather, they are inherently d1alog1c and genencally heterodox, 
incorporating fiction, history and visual forms (such as film and comics). Such auto-
b1ographies are also notable for their 'foregrounding and emphatic presence of the 
body'.38 
Although not all recent Australian autobiographies engage in the kmd of formal 
experimentation that Egan focuses on, there is a general shift towards engagement with 
ongomg crisis through the strategies she discusses: self-referentiality, generic excess and 
intersub3ective narrat10n. (In part, this has already been noted in the discussion of 
Indigenous and ethnic-minority writmg.) Forms of cns1s in recent Australian autobi-
ography can be classified in five groups: crises of the body, narrat1ves of illness and 
impending mortality; crises of the nat10n, centred on Indigenous and nngrant expe-
riences; crises of identity, relating to childhood and family; cnses of history, usually 
concernmg diaspora and non-Australian experiences of genocide; and crises of faith, 
relatmg to religious, political and other forms of belief 
One additional form of cns1s that has been central to Australia is war. The Great 
War produced a number of significant works, such as A. B. Paterson's Happy Dispatches 
(1934), Martm Boyd's A Single Flame (1939), and Frederic Manning's autob10graph1cal 
novel, The Middle Parts ef Fortune (1929). Works such as May Tilton's The Grey Battalion 
38 Susanna Egan, ,Vfirror Talk· Genres of Crisis in Conte111pora1y Autobiography, Umvers1ty of North Carnhna Press, 
1999, p 5. 
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(1933), as well as later accounts of war, mcluding Ray Parkin's trilogy (Out efthe Smoke, 
Into the Smother, The Sword and the Blossom, 1960-8) and Frank Clune's Korean Diary: 
A journey to Japan and Korea in 195 o ( r 9 5 5), illustrate the renewed importance of the 
journal as a mode of (putative) authoritative autobiographical expression. Irris Makler's 
Our Woman in Kabul (2003) illustrates, too, the continued tradition of reporters writing 
autobiographically about war. Reporting from Afghamstan shortly after September l r, 
Makler's account deals with a new kmd of war, the so-called war on terror. This war has 
attracted diverse autobiographical reflection today, including Brian Deegan's memoir 
of his son who was killed in the 2002 Bali bombmg, Remembering Josh: Bali, A Father's 
Story (2004), and Gill Hicks' One Unknown (2007), an account of her survival of the 
London terrorist bombings in 200 5. 
Individual autobiographies can engage with crisis entirely, as in Deegan's and Hicks' 
works, or episodically. Two recent works, for mstance, begm with crises of the body. 
Things I Didn't Know (2006) opens with an account of Robert Hughes' traumatic car 
accident in Western Australia; Louis Nowra's Shooting the }vfoon (2004) with a near-death 
experience. Inga Clendinnen's Tiger's Eye (2000), which also begins with serious illness, 
narrates the author's attempts while ill to understand various forms of crisis through 
autobiography, fiction, and history (Egan's 'generic excess'). The link between cns1s 
and generic excess is also found m Dons Brett's Eating the Underworld: A }\tfemoir in Three 
Voices (2001), which ranges from realism to fairy tale to represent Brett's illness; and 
Robert Drewe's The Shark Net: Memories and 2'vlurder (2000), which lmks the author's 
childhood with a series of murders m 1950s Perth usmg elements, often comically, 
of the Bildungsroman, the detective story, local history, courtroom drama and horror. 
Usmg such genres, The Shark Net illustrates that, however we narrate them, selves 
(our own or others') are the sites of forces not easily contamed or understood. The 
extreme expression of this is seen m Jacob G. Rosenberg's East ef Time (2005), wluch 
uses numerous vernacular genres - anecdote, fairy tale, gossip, song, and parable - to 
recreate the Jewish ghetto m Lodz before Rosenberg and his fanuly were transported 
to Auschwitz. A 'rendezvous of history and imagmation, of realities and dreams, of 
hopes and disenchantments', 39 East of Time is an elegy for Rosenberg's family (all of 
whom died at Auschwitz), the Lodz ghetto, and, by assooation, all those who died in 
the Holocaust. Its successor, Sunrise West (2007), which deals with Rosenberg's survival, 
marriage and move to Australia, is similarly elegiac. 
Egan's model of autobiography involves not only crisis and generic excess, but also 
mirror talk, the (potentially uncanny) convergence of autob10graphy and biography. 
In showmg the limits of the self, ongoing crises inherently lead to a consideration of 
otherness. Works that deal with familial loss, such as Gaylene Perry's Afidnight Water: A 
1\!lemoir (2004) and Peter Rose's Rose Boys (2001), are overtly dialogic, representing the 
narratives of others as ways of responding to crises of identity. Similarly intersubjective 
39 Jacob G Rosenberg, East of T1111e, Brandl & Schlesmger, 2005, p 9. Rosenberg died m 2008. 
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(and generically heterodox) are works concerned with the crisis of nation. An example 
is Nicholas Jose's Black Sheep."]ourney to Borroloola (2002), which narrates Jose's search for 
'Our mystery relative [who] lived with his Aboriginal wife m an up-side-down water 
tank in a place called Borroloola'40 as an occasion to consider the racialised nature 
of Australian history. In Balanda: My Year in Arnhem Land (2005) Mary Ellen Jordan's 
experiences of working in a coastal corrunurnty in Arnhem Land lead her to discover a 
form of radical alterity in which intersubjective narration is a major challenge. 
Recent childhood autobiographies have emphasised the mirror talk mvolved m nar-
rating one's childhood. Works such as Robin Wallace-Crabbe's A Man's Childhood 
(r997), Mandy Sayer's Dreamtime Alice (1998), Lams Nowra's The Twelfth ef ~Vever (2000), 
John Hughes' The Idea ef Home, and Craig Sherborne's Hoi Polloi (2005) and Muck (2007) 
emphasise the complexity of personal identity in the context of problematic familial 
relationships, and all offer compelling portraits of parents. They also show, especially 
Sherborne and Nowra, that satire and comedy are major features of modern autobi-
ography. (This is also seen m the work of Barry Humphries, Clive James, Drewe, and 
Robm Eakin.) 
With their emphasis on the disjunctions occas10ned by parents' rmgrat10n, the works 
by Hughes and Mark Raphael Baker - as well as Raymond Gaita's elegiac Romulus, 
My Father (1998) - show that childhood 1s an especially powerful site of mirror talk 
for ethrnc-mmonty writers. More recently, Asian-Australian voices have also begun 
to be heard. These, too, are often concerned with the doubleness associated with 
displacement, and the effects of large-scale crises such as genocide. Vannary Imam's 
When Elephants Fight (2000) is an mtergenerational account of a Cambodian family, 
includmg the trauma it suffered under the Khmer Rouge. William Yang's Sadness is a 
multimedia work about loss that uses Yang's photographs to investigate his Chmese-
Australian identity, his identity as a gay nun, and the murder of his uncle m Queensland 
in 1922. Equally intergenerational in focus is Alice Pung's Unpolished Gem (2006). 
Australian-born, Pung narrates her place within the ongoing crisis of displacement and 
trauma faced by her Chinese-Cambodian parents and grandmother. With humour she 
illustrates the psychic and emotional pressures ofliving withm two cultures. The work 
1s reluctant to offer a safe 'ass1m1lationist' account of bemg first-generation Australian. 
Instead, it ends unexpectedly on a note of mourmng and cultural fidelity, for Pung's 
grandmother and (implicitly) Pung's childhood self. 
As previously argued, crisis m autobiographies of childhood can be marked by the 
loss of parents. Recent examples of such autob10graphies - such as Frank Golding's 
An Orphan's Escape (2005) and Sandy McCutcheon's The 1\llagician's Son (2005) - have 
centred on the search for absent b10logical parents. Dessa1x's A 1Vlother's Disgrace is an 
especially sophisticated and self-conscious work that narrates his discovery of being gay, 
and his search for his biological mother. 
40 Nicholas Jo,e, Black Sheep· Journey To Borroloola, Hardie Grant. 2002, p I. 
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Autobiography in the public sphere 
An Orphan's Escape is one of a number of recent memoirs dealing with ongoing cns1s 
that is written out of the discursive space opened by an official report that relied on 
autobiographical testimony, in this case the Senate Inquiry into Children in Institutional 
Care, Forgotten Australians (2004). This referred to two earlier reports that also relied 
on autobiographical testimony: Lost Innocents: Righting the Record (2001), an inquiry 
into child migrants; and Bringing Them Home: Report ef the National Inquiry into the 
Separation ef Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Children from Their Families (1997), which 
concluded 'that between one in three and one in ten indigenous children were forcibly 
removed from their families and communities m the penod from approximately 19IO 
until 1970'.4' 
Bringing Them Home clearly showed, in an unprecedented way, the transformative 
potential of the autobiographical public sphere. The response was extraordinary in the 
different expressions that 1t occasioned. Many readers expressed how powerful and 
shocking they found the report mto the Stolen Generat10ns, while Robert Manne's 
I11 Denial (2001) details the ideological nght's attack, and the Howard Government's 
mfamous refusal to apologise to Indigenous people, thereby underlmmg the ongomg 
nature of the cnses narrated in the report. Regardless of the Governn1ent's response, 
public interest was so great 1t became somethmg of a bestseller, ·+z and extracts, along 
with documents regarding responses to the report, were published as The Stolen Children: 
Their Stones (1998), edited by Carmel Bird. As this work showed, the report engen-
dered further autobiographical expression: from poht1c1ans, children of those involved, 
members of the Stolen Generations, and intellectuals such as Reynolds, whose liVhy 
Weren't We Told? (1999) is an account of the histonan's education, politicisation and 
activism in Indigenous politics. 
Bringing Them Home also occasioned further Indigenous testimony, partly because it 
led to the funding of the Bringing Them Home Oral History Project, mterv1ews 
from which appeared in Many Voices: Ref/.ections on Experiences of Indigenous Child 
Separation (2002), edited by Doreen Mellor and Anna Haebich. Indigenous mem-
oir has also explicitly situated itself in terms of the report. Rosalie Fraser's Shadow 
Chtld (1998) is subtitled 'A memoir of the stolen generat10n'. Rene Baker File #28 I 
E.D.P. (2005), by Rene Powell and Bernadette Kennedy, which places autobiograph-
ical testimony alongside archival research, presents itself as part of the report's nar-
rative and effects. Fabienne Bayet-Charlton's Finding Ullagundaht Island (2002) and 
Lynette Russell's A Little Bird Told Me: Family Secrets, Necessary Lies (2002) sunilarly 
.p Bringing Them Home Report of the National Inquiry into the Separation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait [>lander 
Children from Their Families, Human Rights and Equal Opportumty Comrmss10n. r997, p 37 
42 Accordmg to Bernadette Brennan, the ongmal pnnt m11 of 2000 sold out v<1thm days. Another 7000 copies 
were quickly sold, as well as 40 ooo commumty gmdes and 4000 video vers10m· 'Brmging Them Home: The 
Power of Story as Public Discourse', m Alison Bartlett, Robert Dixon and Chri~topher Lee (eds), Australian 
Literature and the Public Sphere, Assoc1at1on for the Study of Australian Literature, 1998, p. 24 
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present the formation (and distortion) of the past as occurring m the bureaucratic 
archive. 
Bringing Them Home powerfully illustrates the political and ethical potential for auto-
biographical discourse, especially with regard to large-scale, ongoing cultural crises. In 
Soft J.Vt::apons, Whitlock considers the place of autobiography in cultural conflict: 
Autobiography circulates as a 'soft weapon'. It can personalize and humamze categories 
of people whose experiences are frequently unseen and unheard. To attend to a nauseated 
body at risk in Baghdad, or to hear a militant femm1st body beneath a burka, to attach 
a face and recogmze a refugee 1s to make powerful mtervent1ons in debates about social 
JUSt1ce, sovereignty, and human rights. 43 
'Recogmsing a refugee' rs one area m which autob10graphy has operated as a soft 
weapon in Australia. In the wake of the Howard Government's hostile response to 
asylum seekers m the 1990s (which included mandatory detention, the introduction of 
Temporary Protect10n Visas that did not allow for family reunion, and the attempted 
proscription of 'humanismg images' of asylum seekers in the media), a number of 
works reliant on autobiographical testimony have sought to give voice to those people. 
David Corlett's Following them Home: The Fate of the Returned Asylum Seekers (2005) 
details Corlett's discussions with asylum seekers who had been forced to return to their 
homelands. Autobiographical testimomes give insights into the condit10ns of detention 
m Australia and Nauru, and the fate of those who returned to their homes (which 
included torture, statelessness, and mental illness). From Nothing to Zero: Letters from 
Refugees in Australia's Detention Centres (2003) also uses autobiographical testimony for 
humanising purposes. One letter from a nine-year-old reads in part: 'I like to watch 
TV. My favounte show is S1mpsons. My favounte food pizza. I came from Iraq ... I 
am very sad because long time in Jail. I wish to go out side of detention' 44 Emanatmg 
from uncanny penal spaces that both do and do not evoke earlier Australian ones, such 
autobiographical express10ns are necessarily highly mediated. The space given to the 
speakers is brief and fugitive m form, but the ghosts of these people may yet come back 
to haunt us. 
In The Uncanny Royle writes: 
It 1s impossible to think about the uncanny without mvolvmg a sense of what is auto-
b10graphical, self-centred, based m one's own expenence. But rt is also impossible to 
conceive of the uncanny without a sense of ghostlmess, a sense of strangeness given to 
dissolvmg all assurances about the 1dent1ty of a self. ~ 5 
As this chapter has shown, one also cannot thmk about the autob10graph1cal without 
invoking the uncanny. Autobiographical identity, which is reliant on language, 1s at 
43 Gillian Whitlock, Soft Mkapons Aritobwgraphy !f1 Tiansit, UmvelSlty of Chicago Pre'" 2007, p. 30. 
44 From Nothing to Zero. Letters from Refugees m Australia's Detentwn Centtes, Lonely Planet, 2003, p. 62. 
45 Royle, The Uncanny, p. 16. 
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all points haunted by the ghosts that inhabit the language that has been passed on to 
us. Haunted, too, by the things that exceed full autobiographical expression - history, 
experience, embodiment, even the quotidian - autobiography itself is a spectre of 
those things that it can never quite represent. The apparit10nal world of autobiography 
seeks, ultimately, to brmg to life the apparitional world that we, as ghostly subjects, 
inhabit. 
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